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An excursion on a private yacht, dinner for two under the stars, a private villa 
surrounded by gardens… 

 
WHICH IS THE BEST PLAN TO CELEBRATE “VALENTINE’S DAY” IN 

THE GRAN HOTEL BAHÍA DEL DUQUE RESORT? 
 
 
Santa Cruz de Tenerife, January 2014.- The Gran Hotel Bahía del Duque 
(www.bahia-duque.com), company owned by Grupo CIO (www.cio-company.com), has 
prepared a romantic and exclusive proposal for Valentine’s Day, which includes a dinner 
for two under the stars and a picnic at sea,  among other activities, to create a truly 
unforgettable day.  
 
We begin with a three night stay in one of our spectacular Villas, Las Retamas or Las 
Palmeras, which include a private infinity pool surrounded by tropical and subtropical 
gardens, and which offer complete privacy to enjoy those special moments with your 
partner, in an environment signed by the renowned designer Pascua Ortega.  
 
This special weekend starts with a private five-hour excursion on the yacht “Pampano”, 
property of the Hotel and for exclusive use of its guests, along the south coast of the 
island of Tenerife towards the stunning Los Gigantes cliffs, after which it will stop at 
Masca beach, an incredible virgin beach of volcanic sand which sits at the end of a 
ravine, where you will be able to sunbath, swim and snorkel, discovering the beauty of 
the areas marine life.  
 
Furthermore, during the excursion, you will be able to enjoy a delicious menu prepared 
by the prestigious chef Braulio Simancas, as you enjoy the beauty of the sunset with the 
silhouette of the Island of La Gomera as a backdrop.  
 
This same night, the team from the restaurant “Las Aguas”, led by Braulio Simancas, 
precursor of the new Canarian cuisine, will delight the couple with its exquisite menu, 
inspired by the natural ingredients of the island, where fish is one of the main 
protagonists of this chefs menu, native of La Gomera.  
 
For Valentine’s Day, the team in the Gran Hotel Bahía del Duque has designed an even 
more romantic day, which will commence in the Spa Bahía del Duque where the couple 
can enjoy in the privacy of their own Spa Suite a three hour session which will include a 
delicate relaxing body massage, a O2 awakening facial treatment using Natura Bissé 
products and a hour of privacy and relax in the suite, which offers a private patio, relax 
area and a hydrotherapy bath.  
 
That evening, the couple will enjoy a private magical dinner under the stars in the 
stunning viewpoint of the Resort, El Mirador, accompanied by a harpist which will delight 
the couple with a selection of songs chosen specifically for this moment. The evening will 
culminate with an aromatherapy bath prepared by a butler served with Champagne and 
Strawberries.  
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The total price of this romantic and exclusive proposal, with all the services included, is 

6.426 € (Taxes included). 
 

* Promotion valid for the 13-15 February 2015 


